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how do 
we navigate 

authorship 
within co-

documenting?
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This question is funny, because it seemed like an important and 
complex question at the beginning of this research process. 
But this hasn’t been a question that has prodded us frequently, 
or which causes any discomfort. It seems like a comb going 
through silky hair. No tangles. 

In any collaborative practice, trust feels like the most important 
element. We relate to authoring in our co-documenting 
processes as a responsibility. Holding the pen – whether literally 
or on our keyboard/trackpad – means that we have the agency 
and the weight of inscribing in our own ways. Passing the pen 
to the other or simply not moving to pen something is a way of 
saying okay you write now, you have an idea of how you want to, 
or please document it your way, i want another perspective on the 
page and another documenting style to interpret, or meow, i’m 
tired; you do it. 

how do 
we navigate 

authorship 
within co-

documenting?
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All modes of documenting 
are equal. But some modes of 
documenting are more equal 
than others. The materiality and 
modes (digital/analogue) of 
documents affect the space-time 
that they can inhabit, and the 
space-time we can access, edit , 
and read them.
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We’ve observed that documenting 
digitally generally offers a more 

collaborative experience, because of 
collaborative technologies such as 

iCloud. We’re able to share the same 
time-spaces in shared Numbers and 

Pages documents, to edit at the same 
time and in different temporalities. Our 

analogue modes of documenting consist 
mostly of our individual notebooks, 
which are very personal platforms. 
Noticing this quite early on in our 

collaboration, we decided to experiment 
with creating a shared documenting 
space by assigning a relatively large 

and hefty sketchbook for the process of 
songs for friends: a vinyl.
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the analogue

This book, which we refer to as The Book, has grown into its own 
weight, sounding almost religious by now. It makes itself relatively 
present in our backpacks, and we take turns to lug it around. “It ’s 
a portable process, in a ‘permanent’ place,” says ashley. “It ’s a 
house on wheels,” adds domenik. This also means that its absence 
– if we leave it at home, or if we lose it – is also palpable. It has a 
heartbeat, almost.

from RESEARCH PRESENTATION, OR YOU CAN NEVER 
KNOW A HUNDRED %. THE MIND IS A TRICKY PLACE
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This collaborative notebook inscribes rehearsal aids, scores, mind 
maps, and some musings. It is focused and “ functional” in the 
sense that its contents pertain to one main function, differentiating 
itself from personal notebooks that easily flow into individual 
thought processes. Since it is most convenient to be writing in The 
Book one at a time, the stylistic shifts throughout are confusing 
and interesting to follow, seeking different interpretations of their 
relational configurations.

“It ’s also more editable, strangely,” ashley points out. The 
Book observes and tracks changes, since <overwriting> is 
not possible on paper. While the digital page can <delete> 
in a way that completely (in a visual sense) erases traces of 
previous documenting, the physical page holds onto omissions 
and strikethroughs. Often, we just start on fresh pages. In this 
way, the notebook organically takes on a chronological kind of 
documenting.

What we appreciate most about the physical presence of the 
book is its body, which facilitates immediacy. We are immediate 
with its corporeality and we are immediate with the marks that we 
make – documenting consists of one command: body-to-page. 
Formatting is also immediate. We can draw an image with the 
rotation of our wrists, and we can guide how a rectangle stands 
without the combination of format > arrange > set angle. We enjoy 
the paper and pen being tangible, and we relish in how we are 
kinaesthetically-engaged in this mode of documenting, in how 
the paper can be torn up (with the vibration against our fingers 
and that beautiful ripping sound!) and re-arranged. Instant 
gratification.
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the digital

The digital is where we seem to end up. Documenting often 
culminates in the digital – by transposition from the analogue 
page to the digital as a photo, a synthesis or expansion of the 
analogue when being translated to the digital, or a digitalisation 
of text by typing and that of image by digitally recreating shapes. 
These ways of moving from page to screen invite The Digital 
Flourish.
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The digital allows us to inhabit the 
same (simulated) space-time, to edit a 
document together without passing paper 
and pen back-and-forth; it also allows us 
to be in different spaces and different 
temporalities, but still be on the same 
page. 

The digital invites us to embed different 
media, to reference existing work, and to 
collage mood-boards in different formats. 
The digital offers another possibility of 
being, another ground of play.

The digital seems to be a symbiotic page 
– where natively-digital documenting 
and digitalised versions of analogue 
documenting (which retain or don’t 
retain analogue visual elements) live and 
perform together.
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We do not see the act of documenting as a means to possess 
or to claim authorship. We perceive it as care – for the process, 
the audience, each other – more than ownership. Reading 
the different ways in which we document is a form of labour, 
and we are excitedly frustrated by the different voices and 
interpretations that arise. To anarchive is to renounce the 
traditional authority of the scribe; it is to invite different ways of 
documenting that open doors for new logics to enter.
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